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September 1, 2015

Introducing the Fluval Aquasky LED
MONTREAL, CANADA (September 1, 2015) – Fluval is pleased to
announce the launch of their Aquasky LED with COLOR MAX+ Light
series. Aquasky is highlighted by its fully adjustable RGB + White light
spectrum, which can be tailored for endless color blends to suit a
wide variety of aquatic environments. SKYpad infrared remote control
technology offers further customization with stunning effects like cloud
cover, fading lunar, storm and lightning. Waterproof IPX7 engineering
protects the light from splashing and even submersion, while also allowing
the unit to be positioned directly above the water surface for superior light
penetration and efficiency. Three model sizes, equipped with extendable
mountain brackets, provide added versatility.

Exciting key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skypad Remote - Adjust your color & sky effects
(up to 11 preset sky effects)
3 Year Limited Warranty
Ultra Slim Design
Waterproof
Dimmable
50 000 Hours
German engineered

About Rolf C. Hagen Inc.
Founded in 1955, Rolf C. Hagen Inc. is a family-owned, leading international manufacturer
and distributor of pet care products, pet food and treats. Headquartered in Montreal,
Canada, the company has sales, manufacturing and distribution facilities in North America,
Europe and Asia. The company has a large portfolio of trusted, quality, leadership brands
for all pets, including Fluval, Fluval Sea, Exo Terra, Dogit, Catit, Nutrience, Laguna, Living
World, Tropican, Tropimix, Prime, Habitrail, Marina, Nutrafin and Zoe. For more information
about Hagen, visit www.hagen.com.

About FLUVAL:
Fluval first broke onto the aquatic scene in 1975 by introducing the world’s first 3-stage
filter with synchronous motor technology - a landmark breakthrough that is still utilized
in the industry today. Since then, Fluval has built a legacy around this pioneering spirit,
relentlessly adapting to consumers’ changing needs and tastes to build products that are
not only at the forefront of technology, but also setting the bar in terms of quality, style and
functionality. From filtration to heating, aquariums to food and water care, Fluval prides
itself on creating innovative solutions for fresh and saltwater enthusiasts of all ages and skill
levels. Please visit FluvalAquatics.com to learn more.
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